Organizations, irrespective of their size and type, are increasingly becoming data-driven or aspire to become data-driven. There is a rush to quantify value of their own internal data or the value of integrating their internal data with external data, and performing modeling on such data. A question that analytics teams often grapple with is whether to acquire more data or expend additional effort on more complex modeling, or both. If these decisions can be quantified a priori, it can be used to guide budget and investment decisions. To that end, we quantify the Net Present Value (NPV) of the tasks of additional data acquisition or more complex modeling, which are critical to the data science process. We develop a framework, NPVModel, for a comparative analysis of various external data acquisition and in-house model development scenarios using NPVs of costs and returns as a measure of feasibility. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of NPVModel in prescribing strategies for various scenarios. Our framework not only acts as a suggestion engine, but it also provides valuable insights into budgeting and roadmap planning for Big Data ventures.
Introduction
Organizations are rapidly embracing data science to help inform their decision making and generate an impact in their business or operations, whether it is in increased revenue, reduced costs, or improved efficiencies. To that end, organizations are incorporating analytics programs to not only deliver value from their internal data, but also connect their internal data with external data sources to develop a more complete data profile for modeling.
a Acquiring external data is not cheap and requires an investment from the organization. Similarly, developing more advanced or complex models may also require investment in people or computational resources. To that end, the analytics teams in organizations may grapple with the following questions: ) Can 
they optimize aspects of the data science process to lower the costs, resulting in a higher overall Return on Investment (RoI)? ) Is there an objective way to compare the value of different strategies -data acquisition or modeling or both?
While there is a paradigm of cost-sensitive learning or budgeted learning, it does not take into account the explicit costs of data acquisition or modeling, and the Net Present Value (NPV) of implementing the overall data science process or the analytics program. This adds a whole new dimension to the problem of implementing and deploying analytics strategies. For example, an organization switching external data providers would incur upfront costs to switch the data pipeline, potential warehousing, integration into existing model, etc. These concerns are further complicated by the variety of offerings by potential data vendors in terms of features, instances, costs, and delivery model.
Problem statement Given a fixed budget and knowledge of associated costs, this paper aims to answer the following questions:
. Should one invest dollars on external data acquisition or more complex/advanced modeling or both? . How much money should one invest in external data acquisition? What is a fair price estimate to pay for the expected outcomes? . What returns should one expect? . How can one pivot from an existing strategy over time? How should teams and organizations chart a roadmap for the data analytics project horizon? These questions can form an objective data-driven set of strategies for analytics teams as they consider the cost and impact of analytics programs for an organization. The answers to these questions rely on a deeper understanding of how one acquires external data and how one develops their analytics solutions (modeling).
Assumptions
We assume that the following costs, or an estimate of them are known beforehand: internal model development costs, external data acquisition costs, opportunity costs, misclassification costs at each stage, and costs involved with pivoting strategies. These costs can be dynamic and subject to change over the life cycle of the project. If the costs are unknown, then we can use minimum and maximum costs to establish bounds on the final NPV. The cost matrix presented in Section . shows how this is done. One relevant use-case for this would be to help negotiate the price for external data with an external provider.
We do not, a priori, know whether or not a certain external dataset will improve performance. Instead, in our approach, we use a standard industry practice -running the model on a pilot external dataset, and then evaluating its performance. In our framework, NPVModel, we take this further and convert it into the NPV of costs for the external (pilot) dataset. If the NPV of costs is lowered, then we can say that this external dataset was useful. The generalizability of this relies on the assumption that the pilot data (on which these decisions are made) is indicative of the test data (which is used in practice). Over the course of time, if the external data no longer adds to the performance of the model, then it is clearly reflected in its NPV, which will be greater than or equal to those for a model run without external data.
Since it is highly subjective to comment on an industry-agnostic returns in investment (RoI) from in-house data science development, we abstain from commenting on the inner workings of cost-benefit obtained from in-house development of machine learning models. However, we do allow for practitioners to use their own values for internal model development in order to exploit the full range of strategies incorporated in the NPVModel.
It is also assumed that relevant external data providers serve as a readily compatible sources of data relevant to the prediction task. In practice, some offerings may contain irrelevant features bundled in with the relevant features. Features known to be irrelevant can be weeded out at the data integration level, or at the modeling level (feature selection during pre-processing). Section  contains further details on the subject.
Target metrics
A machine learning or statistical model's performance is evaluated on metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), f (β), etc. on the incoming test data; but in order for these to be usable for business decisions, these need to be converted to a dollar value. A static dollar value at a given point in the future needs to be contextualized for current considerations. Thus, the NPV of this dollar amount offers a good estimate of that cost, and as a result, the time-value of predictions obtained. This now enables us to compare inherently different strategies head-to-head, solely on the basis of expected returns. We refine the question as what is the monetary value of a dynamic prediction system over a period of time?
Contribution
There can be an inherent trade-off between investing resources into external data acquisition and in-house model development. The feasibility of these strategies is evaluated statically, frequently during initial model development. However, a static evaluation fails to take into account the time value of model development. To account for this consideration, our approach is to decouple the considerations regarding acquisition of external data and model development, translate each component's contribution to monetary returns, and then evaluate the relative strength of an investment strategy.
Our contribution is to propose and develop a recommendation framework, NPVModel, which suggests the best possible business practice for analytics tasks or strategy. In this framework, one can unify costs of model development, external data acquisition, and those of the time value of predictions; this facilitates the development of strategies that derive synergy from the appropriate confluence of model development and external data acquisition.
Related work
Since this paper reconciles multiple aspects of machine learning, we provide a brief overview of the relevant techniques in literature from the following sub-disciplines.
Cost sensitive classification
A survey of cost-sensitive learning techniques over the years is covered in [] . Motivated by their popularity, [] focuses on cost-sensitive learning for tree-based classification techniques.
These papers evaluate performance by using multiclass datasets from the UCI repository, associating arbitrary costs with (mis)predictions for each class. These papers demonstrate effective performance by showing that their cost is lower than the contemporary state of the art.
Cost sensitive learning can be implemented using an inherently cost-sensitive classification approach, or using a "wrapper" which converts an otherwise cost-agnostic classifier into a cost sensitive one. Popular techniques for inherently cost sensitive classifiers involve minority class resampling, treating thresholds of minority class differently, tweaking the splitting criteria for minority class, pre-and post-pruning of hypotheses, and combinations thereof.
MetaCost Our main focus is in the application of cost sensitive methods as part of a broader framework, and not the finer workings or comparisons of each of the specific solutions. To that end, we use MetaCost as a representative method from the wrapper techniques discussed above.
Timeliness of prediction
Cost sensitive classification generally works in a static framework, and does not explicitly address the timeliness of predictions. Applications require a classification system to perform over the duration of their deployment. Domingos [] considers the feasibility of implementing a cost model for machine learning systems, and illustrates a net-presentvalue investment-return model until perpetuity. In this paper, we consider a dollar-value based cost, but it can be easily modified to other cost considerations as well.
External data acquisition
Another avenue to potentially enhance the business value of a prediction system is to incorporate external data. However, this often begs the question: is external data acquisition feasible? In order for it to be feasible, external data must provide an increase in performance, for which it must enhance the discernibility of the classifier. Provost and Weiss have discussed [] the impact of class distribution in the training data on classifier performance. This answers the question regarding what quality of external data one must aim for, when such data is available at a premium. Transforming machine learning metrics to dollar amounts has been discussed in [] . Again, the authors' treatment of the subject is limited to a static setting. The paper by Weiss et al. [] is one of the few papers to discuss costs of acquiring external data, though it discusses it in terms of a CPU based cost.
Active learning
In the spirit of labeled instances being available at a premium, the field of active learning has various solutions that must be acknowledged with respect to the NPVModel. Active learners seek out additional data labels at a cost. Cost sensitive active learners can be induced as shown in [] . Ideas from Proactive learning [] can be incorporated just the same as for active learning. Proactive learning goes beyond some of the assumptions in active learning and relaxes the assumptions that the external 'oracle' is always right, always available, always costs the same to query, or that there is just one oracle. NPVModel applies the concept of time-value of costs to the existing idea of active learning.
Overall, in literature, we see that the problems of model development, external data acquisition, and time value of prediction have been separately addressed, but no singular work ties these concepts together.
Proposed framework: NPVModel
Consider a classification project, where the classes have an imbalanced data distribution, and new training instances are obtained periodically as shown in Figure  . A baseline pre-dictor is applied to these, and the predictor is re-trained for the next time interval while including the newly introduced instances. This is the baseline system that predicts outcomes based on new instances. In the process, it predicts some instances correctly, which generate revenue, and it makes some errors, which cost money. The NPV of this baseline model is considered to be the criteria for feasibility. Since all subsequent alternative strategies piggyback on this model, we can set the NPV of this approach to be as that of a null model -all strategies whose NPV is less than NPV null are infeasible, and those whose NPV is greater than NPV null are feasible.
Data science or analytics strategies can be characterized in terms of external data acquisition and/or model development. The data acquisition costs could include the cost of purchasing and integrating new data in to a data science work-flow. The cost of model development can be the human resources expended towards model development as well as possible computational cost. Costs associated with cloud computing services b can be estimated and factored in. Each of these decisions has an underlying investment-return model. Our goal is to best characterize this model in terms of an objective NPV so as to compare vastly differing strategies head-on. Section . discusses several models used for external data investment strategies. Each strategy's NPV of cost is calculated and the strategy with the highest NPV (i.e. lowest NPV cost) is deemed most feasible. The most feasible strategy is a solution of the form which informs analysts of three parameters: what kind of external data model is the best, what kind of model development is best, and when any/each of these should be deployed, specific to their environment.
External data acquisition
External data can be obtained under three basic models -additional training data instances, additional features/attributes or both. This is as illustrated in Figure  . In the case of additional instances, one can purchase these all at once, or in batches [, ]. The former is relevant in cases where the external data provider does not update their data at least within the period of the project. In reality, these could be external data sources where it may not even be necessary to update the data sources so long as sufficient external data is available. The latter is reflective of the practice followed by many external data providers, who themselves keep updating their data warehouses with new data instances. We use both models for our experiments where external data instances are added. To show the various scenarios in which the integration of external data can be implemented, we explore the following cases as per Figure :
• Case A: (The basic model) No external data.
• Case B: Up-to-date batch-wise external instances.
• Case C: One-time external instance dump.
• Case D: External features for each of the in-house instances. Since up-to-date batch-wise data and one-time-dumps are very different methods to acquire external data, caution must be exercised when comparing these strategies directly. So, one can directly compare cases A, B, and D directly and A, C, and D directly. Under equivalent processes of external data acquisition, a direct comparison may be possible, e.g.: providing all national road accident related data as it happens (B), or in the form of a yearly dump (C). This shows that B and C stem from different data-collection timelines, and comparing them is equivalent to comparing an online batched predictor to a "prescient" one, which has access to all the data at once.
The set-up of the experiments in this paper is such that each dataset's prediction task is evaluated with and without various cases of external data. Since we aim to make no assumption regarding the nature of what form the external data can take, it covers each scenario from Section ., viz. Cases A through D. In case of external data instances, the instances are only taken into account for model development and not for prediction. In case of external features, the feature values are added to the feature-space of the internal data. This means that upon querying an external dataset with an instance (X i = (x int, , . . . , x int,m )), we get a new set of features ((x ext, , . . . , x ext,m )), which are added to the feature-space of the internal dataset, resulting in the instance X i = (x int, , . . . , x int,m , x ext, , . . . , x ext,m ).
Machine learning model development
In-house model development comes with many associated costs. In order to evaluate the RoI of an in-house modeling (analytics) team, we break it down into its two components: the investment (the salaries and upkeep costs) and the returns (the difference in NPV of predictive performance). We set forth tiers of costs-to-company for certain in-house modeling costs. These costs are merely estimates of how much overall investment has gone into development, and serve to indicate the break-even point where it would be feasible to pursue in-house model development.
Predictions to dollar value
As shown in Figure  , at every new batch of new incoming instances, predictions are made by all the classification strategies. Correctly classified values have an associated cost of , whereas false negatives and false positives come at different costs. In imbalanced datasets, where the positive class is deemed to be more important than the negative class, the cost of a false negative can be considered η times greater than that of a false positive, where, C FP = Cost of False Positives, and C FN = Cost of False Negatives.
Thus, when dealing with optimization on the cost matrix, we can simply focus on η as a parameter. We consider sweeps of η in order to show how a system would react when Each batch generates an associated cost at that given time instance. Added to this cost, is the cost of whatever strategy is in effect -cost of external data, cost of model development, etc. This total cost needs to be contextualized in terms of its time value, and therefore an appropriate discount rate is applied and an NPV calculation is made over all the batches. Each strategy is evaluated in terms of NPV alone and compared with the baseline.
Thus, we suggest a modified approach: The alteration here being that CM  is a discounted cost matrix. This is in keeping with the time value of money, here costs. Costs in the future are relatively discounted versus those in the present. Mathematically, the difference between the two approaches may be stated as below:
where, r = discount rate, and t = time elapsed. The reader may notice that a value of  has been assigned to correctly predicting the class of any given test instance (i.e. the diagonal elements). This value is dependent on the business model, and in a pure form evaluation can be adjusted by the user. This brings us to the overall comparison of the objective function: the cost. Our approach is to calculate this cost function separately for each time value in the future. This makes it behave very different from the conventional static picture of cost sensitive learning -e.g. an error in the immediate time frame is now costlier than that same error occurring at a future time. More discussion on the Discount Rate is available in Additional file , Section .
Integrating with standard techniques
The total cost matrix derived in Section . can be directly integrated with contemporary cost-sensitive techniques, many of which are listed in ., thus enabling the generality of our work. The misprediction cost matrix for each time-wise batch can also be adjusted with the corresponding costs. If one ends up paying for external data and/or model development, then the modified misprediction cost matrix as shown below should account for all of our considerations so far:
The second matrix in the above equation considers costs for correctly classified instances as well. This is due to the fact that cost of external data acquisition and that of model development are agnostic of prediction outcome. Since this cost matrix is time sensitive, it is important that the correct version of this matrix be used for all considerations or else the NPV consideration would not be relevant to the desired time period. It should be noted that this modified cost matrix is consistent with the total cost calculations as per Section ..
Variable cost modeling
NPVModel is capable of handling variable misprediction costs with a few modifications to the equations in Section .. This is especially useful when the costs of false positives and false negatives may vary for each instance, e.g. in fraud detection for credit card transactions. Using the modifications suggested in [], we can transform the cost matrix into a function of the specific instance. The overall cost matrix for each batch now becomes a function of the averages of the variable costs:
Upon considering the discounted NPV in Section . and various costs from Section ., we arrive at the following modified cost matrix:
Here, each instance has an associated cost of misprediction (c fp and c fn ), a cost of external data acquisition, and a cost of model development. The cost of model development is assumed flat across all instances, so c Model is the total cost of model development divided by the number of instances in the training data. An aggregate η is still relevant in this case as an indication of relative costs. Micro and macro averaged versions of it may be used wherever relevant
The above costs are known beforehand for the training set. In practice, one might not have this luxury for the test set. The paper by Zadrozny and Elkan [] obtains estimates of overall cost in the test set by establishing boundaries.
Experimental setup
With the aim of demonstrating the above unification of concepts, we perform several experiments on the datasets listed in Table  . We are not necessarily comparing methods, but rather demonstrating different use-case scenarios of the proposed NPVModel. To that end, the datasets represent data from popular and publicly available sources -the UCI Repository 
Datasets
UCI dataset -pendigits The imbalanced UCI Machine Learning Repository datasets are used in many standard cost sensitive learning papers in literature [, , ]. These are Since this paper's contribution is not directly tied to the number of instances in a dataset or its class imbalance, we choose the pendigits datasets as an example dataset from the UCI datasets. Choosing any other dataset would result in a similar process to glean insights and that is the overarching goal of this paper.
To establish baselines and preserve simplicity, the multiclass pendigits dataset has been converted to a binary class dataset in keeping with [] . It should be noted that the techniques discussed in this paper can be directly extended to multiclass problems. Since the UCI datasets are meant for standalone prediction tasks, we discuss how external data in a dynamic form is simulated from UCI datasets in Additional file , Section . Open city data The Public Safety dataset of crimes in Chicago can be used to predict whether an arrest will be made in a particular case. This dataset is available publicly [] and it reflects reported incidents of crime that occurred in the City of Chicago from  to approximately the present day. As our external queryable feature-set, we have various census based socio-economic indicators at the "community area" level. With this in mind, we want to find the applicability of these socio-economic factors towards improving the predictive power of the crime reports dataset. The external data instances are queried using the relevant "community area", thus postulating that socioeconomic factors may be indicative in predicting arrests.
Medicare data

Testing workflow
We take the datasets from Section . in batches (real or simulated, as the case may be). We then create external data queried avatars of them according to Section . and perform predictions as per Section . using techniques in Additional file , Section . We repeat this for various cost factors to cover different penalties for False Negatives.
Results
The experiments in Section  are designed to support the applicability of NPVModel to real business decisions. As a result, the parameters each experiment deals with reflect the same idea. The results for each dataset have been adjusted for number of instances in order to enable a cursory comparison across various datasets. These results serve as use-cases for decisions that can be made with NPVModel. 
Interpreting the results
The key results here can be summarized in the form of a heatmap like the one in Figure  containing external data strategies, classification techniques, amount of external data (if applicable), cost of external data. The heatmaps are shown with the respective baselines for the strategy: NPV costs for no external data purchased. The "warmer" the color is, the closer we are to the least cost NPV. Due to the varied nature of costs, the actual dollar amounts are expressed on a colormap in logarithmic scale. The optimal solution is the one which has the lowest NPV of costs. The broken line represents the feasibility boundary -all strategies which cost higher than this are infeasible. Case-wise constraints can be applied to this heatmap as per the specifications of the project e.g.: the cost of external data is fixed at a particular value, and/or only batched external data is available. In Figure  , the best overall strategy is to get external data for free and use a cost sensitive decision tree. If the cost of external data is fixed at a certain amount, only the relevant column of this heatmap needs to be consulted. If the amount of external data instances is fixed at say . times the test instances, then only those rows are relevant to this analysis. A more in-depth analysis on price negotiation is available in Section ..
Should one get external data?
As the results in Figure  indicate, it may not always be the best idea to get external data. In the pendigits dataset, it is directly advisable to acquire external data in the basic classifier model (DT). In order to consider the feasibility of a hybrid approach involving CSDT, one must also factor in the costs of model development as per specification. This is discussed in Section ..
In the medicare dataset, Figure  shows that instead of external data, in-house advanced model development is clearly the winning strategy. Here, using a cost sensitive decision tree with a dynamic cost matrix decreases misprediction costs by almost two orders of magnitude than the baseline of no external data, naive model. Adding external data makes the prediction better for decision trees, but only up to a certain cost-per-instance of external data (between $ and $ in this case). For cost sensitive decision trees, adding external data turns out to be infeasible when compared to the respective in-house baseline.
In the Open City Data, Figure  shows that model development pretty much halves the NPVs of costs. For very low cost external data, hybrid strategies involving both model development and external data are more feasible. We can see that adding external data priced below $. per instance is always beneficial for this dataset.
How much external instance data should one get?
When more external instances are added, we see a divergence in behavior for Figure  . For price-points below a threshold (which is between $ and $ here), the NPV is seen to become more favorable and then increases. This indicates the presence of an optimum number of external instances for those price points. For price-points above the aforementioned threshold, there is a monotonic increase in NPV upon adding more external instances. This shows that above a certain price point, the addition of external instances is no longer feasible. Since price points below $. are comparatively very cheap, one can purchase about  times the number of incoming instances. For price points at or above Figure 6 How much external data? Depending on how much each instance effectively costs the business, we see two distinct regions of feasibility based on convexity of the curves. Certain costs for external data are omitted to aid clarity. Figure 7 Model complexity for pendigits: the competing model here is a DT and the decision to upgrade the complexity to that of a CSDT relies on how much it costs to make the switch. In this case, as long as the cost is lower than the baseline (naive model, shown using the broken pink line), and below the competing model (shown using the starred black continuous line), it is feasible to use a CSDT.
$., the clear answer to the optimum amount of external instance data is % of the incoming instances.
Model development strategies
As seen in Figure  , for a given external data strategy, model complexity costs can make a high performing sophisticated model (CSDT) infeasible against a competing simple model (DT). The margin between the competing simple model and the model under consideration can also be used to assign a maximum development budget. Model complexity can be addressed in the case of Figures  and . In the Medicare data, CSDT-dyn helps bring down the costs of misprediction by far when compared to any other strategy for external data. For the Open City Data, CSDT-dyn helps bring down costs in terms of external data, but not the in-house model development baseline case.
Cost factor
The heatmaps presented are generated for a given cost factor. For cost sensitive classifiers, changing the cost factor results in a change in the underlying trained models. The penalty for misclassified instances is fundamentally altered and hence this change may result in entirely different solutions emerging as "most feasible". For the pendigits dataset, this can be seen with how NPVs for equivalent external data strategies get affected in Figure  . Since both their baselines are different, we plot them on different charts and compare them side by side, keeping the axis limits the same.
When comparing similar strategies across cost factors, we see that the cost factor of  incurs larger costs overall, since the majority class is penalized more than its counterpart, and thus by sheer abundance, drives up the NPV costs. It is also evident that the convexity of the curves changes by changing the cost factor -the price-point of $ is a good example of this. The best strategy for a cost factor of  is to get the same amount of external instances as the incoming instances. For a cost factor of , the best suggestion is to get half of the number of incoming instances instead.
In terms of strategy, inferences from one cost factor model are not directly transferable to the other by simply adjusting for a different cost penalty model.
Price negotiation for external data
In order to minimize the total cost function, we would like to minimize the price for external data. As seen from Figure  , there exists a maximum permissible price-point, below which, acquiring external data is feasible. From a business perspective, it is thus useful to locate these points. It is to be noted that since these maximum permissible price-points are bound by feasibility, they are indirectly linked to the underlying cost factor. A higher cost factor would drive the maximum feasible price point higher, as can be seen from Figure . For a cost factor of , it is feasible to acquire external data if each instance costs $. or less, whereas in the case of a cost factor of , we can afford to acquire external instances at $ each.
Scalability
NPVModel consists of two main components -() training models on data and () computing NPV over a search space of parameters. These parameters can include all relevant external data strategies (Section .), amount of external data (Section .), cost of external data (Section .), various candidate models (Section .), cost factor(s) (Section .) and discount factor(s) (Additional file , Section ).
The training component's complexity is directly dependent on the classification techniques considered. NPVModel facilitates the use of any user-specified classifier to be considered in the training stage, so the overall complexity for this stage is simply the complexity of the classifier. No additional cost is imposed by the NPVModel.
The second component consists of computing the modified cost matrix from Section . for each of the applicable parameters in the grid-search, and each of its historical test sets. The overall complexity of this step is simply the combined cardinality of the grid comprising of all parameter permutations scaled by the number of test instances. If a particular parameter cannot be changed, its cardinality in the grid search is simply equal to . All of the parameters listed in this paper appear as design choices in the complexity of implementing NPVModel.
For a given time, the cost computation is dependent on the respective model having been trained. Since the NPV calculation is independent across parameters, this becomes an embarrassingly parallel computation.
Overall, NPVModel's scalability is directly affected by that of the training complexity of models considered (classifier dependent), the number of incoming test instances (linear), and of the parameter space one seeks to optimize over (multiplicative).
Throughout the experiments in the paper, we see that the insights can be derived for small datasets (pendigits) and for larger datasets (medicare and open city data). The modified cost matrix defined in Section . is agnostic to the size of the dataset in question. This makes NPVModel a powerful and easy addition to the existing modeling techniques and considerations.
Conclusion
We proposed and demonstrated a unified framework, NPVModel, to help quantify the trade-offs between data acquisition and modeling. The main contribution of this paper is to serve as a strategy-board for business decisions when implementing and deploying analytics programs. Throughout the paper, effort has been made to address contemporary analytics and data science needs. In Section , we fill the gap in literature between external data acquisition, model development strategies, and provide a method to obtain a dollar value of predictive output. The methods outlined here can not only help choose a strategy for immediate use, but also provide a horizon for the future. Section  discusses how an organization might need to think of cost factor and discount rate as design parameters in the context of their data science process. We not only demonstrate whether or not it is a good idea to invest in external data or model development, but we also demonstrate which implementations of such strategies are worthwhile.
Future work In this paper, we considered the scenario that the acquisition of external feature data occurs for all instances in the dataset. That might not apply for all possible use-cases. We propose that active learning can then be applied within this construct. Furthermore, we did not incorporate the notion of "data aging", that is we place the same importance on older and newer data. So, it remains to be investigated whether older data's value decays over time. If so, how does it affect data management strategies?
Additional material
Additional file 1: Quantifying decision making for data science: from data acquisition to modeling (pdf )
Endnotes
a Modeling in our work assumes development and application of statistical or machine learning based algorithms/methods and performing analytics. b For example, one can compute at scale using Amazon Web Services' (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [25] , which "is a web service that provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud [25] " and is "designed to make web-scale cloud computing easier for developers [25] ".
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